VNR VIGNANA JYOTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
APPRECIATION ON INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO "CII - SOHRABJI GODREJ GREEN
BUSINESS CENTRE" KOTHAGUDA ON 19.08.2016
The Department of Civil Engineering has organized an Industrial visit Green Building
Project Site "CII - Sohrabji Godrej Green Business Centre" Kothaguda Post, R. R. District,
Hyderabad on 19.08.2016 for II B.Tech I Sem Civil Engineering Students. Sri GAVS Sandeep,
Assistant Professor, Sri KV Gopi, Assistant Professor had accompanied with 60 Students of II
B.Tech I Sem to CII - Sohrabji Godrej Green Business Centre. The salient features of the
visit are
Introduction to Green Buildings
CII - Sohrabji Godrej Green Business Centre (CII Godrej GBC), cozily nestled close to
Shilparamam, is the first LEED Platinum rated green building in India. The building is a perfect
blend of India’s rich architectural splendor and technological innovations, incorporating
traditional concepts into modern and contemporary architecture. Extensive energy simulation
exercises were undertaken to orient the building in such a way that minimizes the heat ingress
while allowing natural daylight to penetrate abundantly. The building incorporates several worldclass energy and environment friendly features, including solar PV systems, indoor air quality
monitoring, a high efficiency HVAC system, a passive cooling system using wind towers, high
performance glass, aesthetic roof gardens, rain water harvesting, root zone treatment system, etc.
The extensive landscape is also home to varieties of trees, most of which are native and adaptive
to local climatic conditions. The green building boasts a 50% saving in overall energy
consumption, 35 % reduction in potable water consumption and usage of 80% of recycled /
recyclable material. Most importantly, the building has enabled the widespread green building
movement in India.

Green features and sustainable technologies Energy Efficiency
State-of-the- art Building Management Systems (BMS) were installed for real time monitoring of
energy consumption. The use of aerated concrete blocks for facades reduces the load on air-

conditioning by 15-20% Double-glazed units with argon gas filling between the glass panes
enhance the thermal properties.

Zero Water Discharge Building
All of the wastewater, including grey and black water, generated in the building is treated
biologically through a process called the Root Zone Treatment System. The outlet-treated water
meets the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) norms. The treated water is used for
landscaping

Minimum Disturbance to the Site
The building design was conceived to have minimum disturbance to the surrounding ecological
environment. The disturbance to the site was limited within 40 feet from the building footprint
during the construction phase. This has preserved the majority of the existing flora and fauna and
natural microbiological organism around the building. Extensive erosion and sedimentation
control measures to prevent topsoil erosion have als been taken at the site during construction.

Materials and Resources
80% of the materials used in the building are sourced within 500 miles from the project site.
Most of the construction material also uses post-consumer and industrial waste as a raw material
during the manufacturing process. Fly-ash based bricks, glass, aluminum, and ceramic tiles,
which contain consumer and industrial waste, are used in constructing the building to encourage
the usage of recycled content. Office furniture is made of bagasse based composite wood. More
than 50% of the construction waste is recycled within the building or sent to other sites and
diverted from landfills. Renew able Energy 20% of the building energy requirements are
catered to by solar photovoltaics. The solar PV has an installed capacity of 23.5 kW.

Indoor Air Quality
Indoor air quality is continuously monitored and a minimum fresh air is pumped into the
conditioned spaces at all times. Fresh air is also drawn into the building through wind towers.
The use of low volatile organic compound (VOC) paints and coatings, adhesives, sealants, and
carpets also helps to improve indoor air quality.
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VNR VIGNANA JYOTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
APPRECIATION ON INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO SURVEY TRAINING
INSTITUTE, UPPAL, HYDERABAD ON 20.02.2017
The Department of Civil Engineering has arranged one day field visit to Survey
of India - Survey Training Institute (SOI) Uppal, Hyderabad on 20.02.2017 for II
B.Tech II Sem Civil Engineering Students (CE- I). Dr. K. Ravi Kumar, Associate
Professor, CED, Ms. V Ramya Krishna, Assistant Professor, CED has accompanied with
65 II B.Tech II Sem (CE- I) civil Engineering students. The Salient features observed by
the students are:
1. Handling and operation of GPS Instruments,
2. Handling and operation of Total Station Instruments
WHAT IS THE GPS?
Orbiting navigational satellites
o Transmit position and time data
Handheld receivers calculate
o latitude
o longitude
o altitude
o velocity
Developed by Department of Defense

Astronomical observation of celestial bodies was one of the standard methods of
obtaining coordinates of a position. This method is prone to visibility and weather
condition and demands expert handling. Attempts have been made by USA since early
1960’s to use space based artificial satellites. System TRANSIT was widely used for
establishing a network of control points over large regions. Establishment of modern
geocentric datum and its relation to local datum was successfully achieved through
TRANSIT. Rapid improvements in higher frequently transmission and precise clock
signals along with advanced stable satellite technology have been instrumental for the
development of global positioning system.

The NAVSTAR GPS (Navigation System with Time and Ranging Global Positioning
System) is a satellite based radio navigation system providing precise three- dimensional
position, course and time information to suitably equipped user. GPS has been under
development in the USA since 1973. The US department of Defence as a worldwide
navigation and positioning resource for military as well as civilian use for 24 hours and
all weather conditions primarily developed it. In its final configuration, NAVSTAR GPS
consists of 21 satellites (plus 3 active spares) at an altitude of 20200 km above the earth’s
surface (Fig. 1).

Figure 1 The Global Positioning System (GPS), 21-satellite configuration
These satellites are so arranged in orbits to have at least four satellites visible above
the horizon anywhere on the earth, at any time of the day. GPS Satellites transmit at
frequencies L1=1575.42 MHz and L2=1227.6 MHz modulated with two types of code
viz. P-code and C/A code and with navigation message. Mainly two types of observable
are of interest to the user. In pseudo ranging the distance between the satellite and the
GPS receiver plus a small corrective term for receiver clock error is observed for
positioning whereas in carrier phase techniques, the difference between the phase of the
carrier signal transmitted by the satellite and the phase of the receiver oscillator at the
epoch is observed to derive the precise information.

The GPS satellites act as reference points from which receivers on the ground
detect their position. The fundamental navigation principle is based on the measurement
of pseudoranges between the user and four satellites (Fig. 2).

Figure 2 Basic principle of positioning with GPS
Ground stations precisely monitor the orbit of every satellite and by measuring the
travel time of the signals transmitted from the satellite four distances between receiver
and satellites will yield accurate position, direction and speed. Though three-range
measurements are sufficient, the fourth observation is essential for solving clock
synchronization error between receiver and satellite. Thus, the term “pseudoranges” is
derived. The secret of GPS measurement is due to the ability of measuring carrier phases
to about 1/100 of a cycle equaling to 2 to 3 mm in linear distance. Dual frequency
observations are important for large station separation and for eliminating most of the
error parameters.
There has been significant progress in the design and miniaturization of stable
clock. GPS satellite orbits are stable because of the high altitudes and no atmosphere
drag. However, the impact of the sun and moon on GPS orbit though significant, can be
computed completely and effect of solar radiation pressure on the orbit and tropospheric
delay of the signal have been now modeled to a great extent from past experience to
obtain precise information for various applications.

BASIC CONCEPT OF GPS RECEIVER AND ITS COMPONENTS
The main components of a GPS receiver are shown in Fig. 3. These are:
Antenna with pre-amplifier
RF section with signal identification and signal processing
Micro-processor for receiver control, data sampling and data processing
Precision oscillator
Power supply
User interface, command and display panel
Memory, data storage

Figure 3 Major components of a GPS receiver
1. Antenna
Sensitive antenna of the GPS receiver detects the electromagnetic wave signal
transmitted by GPS satellites and converts the wave energy to electric current] amplifies
the signal strength and sends them to receiver electronics. Several types of GPS antennas
in use are mostly of following types shown in Fig 4.

Figure 4 Types of GPS Antenna
Microstrip antennas are most frequently used because of its added advantage for airborne
application, materialization of GPS receiver and easy construction. However, for geodetic
needs, antennas are designed to receive both carrier frequencies L1 and L2. Also they are
protected against multipath by extra ground planes or by using choke rings. A choke ring
consists of strips of conductor which are concentric with the vertical axis of the antenna
and connected to the ground plate which in turns reduces the multipath effect.

2. RF Section with Signal Identification and Processing
The incoming GPS signals are down converted to a lower frequency in the RS section
and processed within one or more channels. Receiver channel is the primary electronic
unit of a GPS receiver. A receiver may have one or more channels. In the parallel channel
concept each channel is continuously franking one particular satellite. A minimum of
four parallel channels is required to determine position and time. Modern receivers
contain upto 12 channels for each frequency. In the sequencing channel concept the
channel switches from satellite to satellite at regular interval. A single channel receiver
takes atleast four times of 30 seconds to establish first position fix, though some receiver
types have a dedicated channel for reading the data signal. Now days in most of the cases
fast sequencing channels with a switching rate of about one-second per satellite are used.
In multiplexing channel, sequencing at a very high speed between different satellites is
achieved using one or both frequencies. The switching rate is synchronous with the
navigation message of 50 bps or 20 milliseconds per bit. A complete sequence with four
satellites is completed by 20 millisecond or after 40 millisecond for dual frequency
receivers. The navigation message is continuous; hence first fix is achieved after about 30
seconds. Though continuous tracking parallel channels are cheap and give good overall

performance, GPS receivers based on multiplexing technology will soon be available at a
cheaper price due to electronic boom.

3. Microprocessor
To control the operation of a GPS receiver, a microprocessor is essential for acquiring the
signals, processing of the signal and the decoding of the broadcast message. Additional
capabilities of computation of on-line position and velocity, conversion into a given local
datum or the determination of waypoint information are also required. In future more and
more user relevant software will be resident on miniaturized memory chips.

4. Precision Oscillator
A reference frequency in the receiver is generated by the precision oscillator. Normally,
less expensive, low performance quartz oscillator is used in receivers since the precise
clock information is obtained from the GPS satellites and the user clock error can be
eliminated through double differencing technique when all participating receivers
observe at exactly the same epoch. For navigation with two or three satellites only an
external high precision oscillator is used.

5. Power Supply
First generation GPS receivers consumed very high power, but modern receivers are
designed to consume as little energy as possible. Most receivers have an internal
rechargeable Nickel-Cadmium battery in addition to an external power input. Caution of
low battery signal prompts the user to ensure adequate arrangement of power supply.

6.Memory Capacity
For port processing purposes all data have to be stored on internal or external memory
devices. Post processing is essential for multi station techniques applicable to geodatic
and surveying problems. GPS observation for pseudoranges, phase data, time and
navigation message data have to be recorded. Based on sampling rate, it amount to about
1.5 Mbytes of data per hour for six satellites and 1 second data for dual frequency
receivers. Modern receivers have internal memories of 5 Mbytes or more. Some receivers
store the data on magnetic tape or on a floppy disk or hard-disk using external

microcomputer connected through RS-232 port. Most modern receivers have a keypad
and a display for communication between the user and the receivers. The keypad is used
to enter commands, external data like station number or antenna height or to select a
menu operation. The display indicates computed coordinates, visible satellites, data
quality indices and other suitable information. Current operation software packages are
menu driven and very user friendly.

Accuracy
In general, an SPS receiver can provide position information with an error of less than 25
meter and velocity information with an error less than 5 meters per second. Upto 2 May
2000 U.S Government has activated Selective Availability (SA) to maintain optimum
military effectiveness. Selective Availability inserts random errors into the ephemeris
information broadcast by the satellites, which reduces the SPS accuracy to around 100
meters. For many applications, 100-meter accuracy is more than acceptable. For
applications that require much greater accuracy, the effects of SA and environmentally
produced errors can be overcome by using a technique called Differential GPS (DGPS),
which increases overall accuracy.

Types of Errors
There are two types of positioning errors: correctable and non-correctable. Correctable
errors are the errors that are essentially the same for two GPS receivers in the same area.
Non-correctable errors cannot be correlated between two GPS receivers in the same area.

APPLICATIONS OF GPS
Providing Geodetic control.
Survey control for Photogram metric control surveys and mapping.
Finding out location of offshore drilling.
Pipeline and Power line survey.
Navigation of civilian ships and planes.
Crystal movement studies.
Geophysical positioning, mineral exploration and mining.
Determination of a precise geoid using GPS data.

Estimating gravity anomalies using GPS.
Offshore positioning: shipping, offshore platforms, fishing boats etc.

To conclude
Global Positioning System (GPS) is currently designed to provide navigational accuracy
of ±10 m to ±15 m. However, sub meter accuracy in differential mode has been achieved
and it has been proved that broad varieties of problems in geodesy and geo-dynamics can
be tackled through GPS. GPS service consists of three components, viz. space, control
and user.

Total Station
A total station is an electronic/optical instrument used in modern surveying. The
total station is an electronic theodolite (transit) integrated with an electronic
distance meter (EDM) to read slope distances from the instrument to a particular
point
Robotic total stations allow the operator to control the instrument from a distance
via remote control. This eliminates the need for an assistant staff member as the
operator holds the reflector and controls the total station from the observed point.

Figure 5 Topcon 235 N Series Total Station Instrument

Components of a Total Station
EDM
Electronic theodolite
On-Board Micro-processor
Data Collector (built in or separate unit)
Data Storage (internal or memory card)
Prisms

Applications of Total Station Instrument

Figure 6 Application of Total Station Instrument
Averages multiple angle measurements
Averages multiple distance measurements
Computes horizontal and vertical distances
Corrections for temp, pressure and humidity
Computes inverses, polar, resections
Computes X, Y and Z coordinates

VNR VIGNANA JYOTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
APPRECIATION ON INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO M/s. PEBS PENNAR ENGINEERED
BUILDING SYSTEMS LTD., ON 29.09.2016 & 03.10.2016
The Department of Civil Engineering has organized an Industrial visit to M/s. PEBS Pennar
Engineered Building Systems Ltd., on 29.09.2016 & 03.10.2016 for IV B.Tech I Sem Civil
Engineering Students (CE- I & II). Dr. K. Ravi Kumar Associate Professor, CED Smt. M.
Jyothi, Ms. N Chandana Assistant Professor, CED, Sri. PVS Gopi Raghunadh Assistant
Professor and Sri BAV Ram Kumar Assistant Professor, CED

has accompanied with 105

Students of IV B.Tech I Sem (CE- I & II) to M/s. M/s. PEBS Pennar Engineered Building
Systems Ltd., The salient features of the visit are

SALIENT FEATURES


Technological improvement over the year has contributed immensely to the
enhancement of quality of life through various new products and services. One such
revolution was the pre engineered buildings. A pre-engineered building (PEB) is
constructed using a pre-determined inventory of raw materials that can satisfy a wide
range of structural and aesthetic design requirements.



The primary framing structure of a pre-engineered building is an assembly of I-shaped
members. In pre-engineered buildings, I beams used are usually formed by welding
together steel plates to form the I section.



I beams are then bolted together to form the entire frame of the pre-engineered
building. Sometimes members are framed (varying in web depth) according to the
local loading effects. Larger plate dimensions are used in areas of higher load effects.



Roofing and side-cladding are made of galvanized/galvalume colour-coated steel
sheet profiles. The roofing and side-cladding sheets are fixed to cold formed steel
purlin and runners using self-drilling and self-tapping screws with integral neoprene
washers. Insulation with fiber glass blanket or polyurethane foam is provided to
reflect heat.

SATEGS OF CONSTRUCTION
RAW MATERIAL
The raw material used for the construction of pre engineered buildings is Hot Rolled Steel
Plates (ASTM A 5T2, Corrosive resistant). These are available in different sizes range from
4mm to 20mm which are tested under Universal Testing Machine. For a pre engineered

building to last long, the yield strength of the steel should not be less than 354 N/mm2. If the
yield strength is less than 354 N/mm2 the material is rejected since it has to carry a heavy
load.

CUTTING PROCESS
Raw material of different sizes are cut with the help of Mulit torch so that the required size
of the material is obtained for preparing I sections. To get the raw material into required
shape cutting is done either with gas cutting equipment or 16mm shear / 25 mm shear.
When the size of steel plate is less than or equal to 16mm, “16mm shear” is used and if the
size is greater than 16mm, “25mm shear” is used. To cut steel sheets in circular shapes or
any other required shapes gas cutting equipment is used.

FLANGE TO FLANGE JOINTS
To make an I section flanges are connect with a web and the joints are welded with gas
welding, arc welding or pull through welder. Fillet welding is done to connect a steel plate
perpendicular to another steel plate and butt weld is done to connect plates parallel to each
other. Pull through welder is used when welding is done for the plates with large lengths.
After welding is done the scarp on the top of the weld is removed with the help of removing
tools manually.

FABRICAITON
These I sections are fabricated with anchor bolts.

The holes in steel plates for bolt

connections are made with an instrument, Gika Iron waker. The hole is made depending
upon the size of anchor bolt used. The design is done as per American Institute of steel
constructions (AISC)

VNR VIGNANA JYOTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
APPRECIATION ON INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO WATER TREATMENT PLANT AND
HYDRO POWER PROJECT AT SINGUR ON 11.03.2017
The Department of Civil Engineering has arranged one day field visit to Water
Treatment Plant And Hydro Power Project At Singur on 11.03.2017 for III B.Tech II
Sem Civil Engineering Students (CE- I). Sri R Durga Prasad, Assistant Professor, Sri T Naga
Teja, Assistant Professor, Smt. Dr. A. Deepti, Associate Professor, has accompanied with 50
III B.Tech II Sem (CE- I) civil Engineering students. The Salient features observed by the
students are:
Hydroelectric power project and drinking water project both are located near Singur
village of Medak district in Telangana State. It is a major source of drinking water for
Hyderabad city. The Dam is built on the river Manjira. The construction was completed in
1998. Singur reservoir has live storage capacity of 29 tmcft
This pipeline scheme is an inter river basin transfer link by feeding Godavari River
water to Krishna River basin for Hyderabad city drinking water and subsequent
regeneration/sewage flows generated (80%) for irrigation purpose. Nearly 10 tmcft water is
supplied to Hyderabad city from this reservoir.
Salient Features
Attribute

Value

Hydro Electric Project

Singur Hydroelectric Project

State Name

Telangana

District

Medak

River

Majeera

Basin Name

Godavari

Hydro Electric Region

Southern HE Region

Total Installed Capacity (MW) 15
Type of Project

Small

Hydroelectric Project Status Completed
In order to ensure safe drinking water, it needs to be treated before use. Treated water is that
which has gone through the treatment process for removing contaminants like bacteria and
other constituents as per Drinking Water Standards.

The various treatments can be used for each type of contaminant. However, integration of a
purification techniques and the type of technology to be used will depend on several factors:
1. Kind of contaminant
2. Extent of contamination
3. Simple & durable
4. Low maintenance
5. Dependency on power
6. Profile of the water users
7. Affordability
Often, in spite of precautions, contamination of water can occur during its storage or
transportation to the point of consumption. Hence storage and maintenance of treated water is
as essential as is the purification process.

Principles of Water Purification
All the water treatment technologies essentially follow three main principles of primary
purification. Ideally all the three principles should be followed rigidly in the same order. One
cannot omit or substitute any principle. All principles must be followed to get a good quality
safe drinking water
1. Sedimentation
2. Filtration
3. Disinfection.
Primary Treatment
1. Sedimentation
Sedimentation is a process whereby suspended matters in water settle down and which can be
separated by straining. It also means storage of water. Physical and chemical events take
place during sedimentation.
Physical - Quality of water improves by merely storing it. About 90% of the suspended and
colloidal impurities settle down within 24 hours by gravity. The water becomes cleaner and
allows penetration of sunlight, initiating a further purification process. Settled suspended
particles are seen at the bottom. For successful sedimentation, water should not be dis-turbed
during storage.
Chemical - Interaction between constituents also aids in purification. Certain lighter suspended particles may not settle quickly, or may not settle down at all. In that case coagulation is necessary. Alum can be used at home to facilitate settling of suspended impurities, to

get clear water. This is mainly practised in rainy seasons when the water is much more turbid.
Use of coagulants helps to reduce colour, odour and improve taste of the water. It should be
practiced everyday at homes to get safe water
2. Filtration
Filtration is the second stage of purification and is the most important step in purification.
The process of passing the water through beds of fine granular materials (called filters) such
as sand is known as filtration. Filtration helps in removing colour, odour, turbidity and
pathogenic bacteria. The settled particles in water can be effectively removed by this process.
There are three actions involved in filtration:
Mechanical Straining: The suspended particles present in water, which are of a bigger size
than the size of the voids (empty spaces) in the sand layers of the filter, cannot pass through
these voids and get arrested in them. The resultant water is free from suspended particles.
Sedimentation: The voids between sand grains of filter act more or less like a tiny
sedimentation/coagulation tank. The impurities are adhered to the sand surface and slowly a
gelatinous film or coating is developed on sand grains. Colloidal matter and bacteria present
in water stick to this film. The impurities thus settle down in the voids and get removed.
Electrolytic changes: The purifying action of the filter can also be explained by theory of
ionization. According to this, a filter helps in purifying the water by changing the chemical
character-istics of water. Sand grains of the filter media and the impurities in the water carry
electrical charges of opposite nature. When they come in contact with each other, they
neutralize each other, thereby changing the characteristics of water and making it purer.

3. Disinfection of Water
This treatment destroys harmful germs (bacteria, viruses, protozoa, etc.) by either killing
them or making them inactive. Water can be disinfected by several means:


Application of heat or other physical agents



Surface active chemicals



Resin (iodine based, e.g. Zero-B)



Radiation by ultraviolet light and radioactive ions.



Alkalis and acids

Municipalities commonly use chlorine, iodine and silver to kill bacteria. UV radiation and
ozonation are also used for large water supplies in companies. These techniques have been
made avail-able in individual household level also.

VNR VIGNANA JYOTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
APPRECIATION ON INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO INCOIS SITE PRAGATHI NAGAR
ON 22.10.2016
The Department of Civil Engineering has organized an Industrial visit to INCOIS
(Indian National Centre for Oceanic Information), Pragathi Nagar, Kukatpally,
Hyderabad on 22.10.2016 for IV B.Tech

I Sem Civil Engineering Students.

Dr.B.D.V.Chandra Mohan Rao Professor, CED has accompanied with 65 Students of IV
B.Tech I Sem to INCOIS. The salient features of the visit are
ABOUT INCOIS
ESSO- INCOIS provides ocean information and advisory services to society, industry,
government agencies and the scientific community through sustained ocean observations
through systematic and focused research.

Activities
 Provides round-the-clock monitoring and warning services for the coastal population
on tsunamis, storm surges, high waves, etc. through the in-house Indian Tsunami
Early Warning Centre (ITWEC). The Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission
(IOC) of UNESCO designated ITWEC as a Regional Tsunami Service Provider
(RTSP) to provide tsunami warnings to countries on the Indian Ocean Rim.
 Provides daily advisories to fisher folk to help them easily locate areas of abundant
fish in the ocean while saving on both fuel and time used to search for the same.
These advisories called Potential Fishing Zone Advisories are issued in Hindi, English
and 8 vernacular languages. Currently more than one lakh fisher folk successfully use
these advisories obtained through SMS, Village Information Centres, local radio,
local TV, Electronic Display Boards at fish landing centres, NGO websites, the
ESSO-INCOIS website etc.
 Conducts systematic quality checks and archives all observational, satellite and other
oceanic data at the ESSO-INCOIS Data Centre and then makes such data available to
students, researchers and any other users. ESSO-INCOIS has been designated as the
National Oceanographic Data Centre by IOC/IODE of UNESCO and is also identified
as the Regional Argo Data Centre for the Indian Ocean.

 Carries out Research and Modeling to optimize the performance of mathematical
models used for ocean state forecasts, prediction of tsunami waves, storm surges, etc.
along the coast.
 Established a national network (Indian Seismic and GNSS Network (ISGN)) that
integrates Seismic and GNSS stations and provides high quality data for research and
operational use.
 Established a VSAT aided Emergency Communication System (VECS) (a fail-safe
satellite-based communication system) to provide tsunami warnings with the least
possible time delay even when there is a failure in conventional communication
systems.
This center was established as high performance computing systems and data communication
networks with 100% redundancy and reliability to support through computational
requirements of ocean state forecast models etc.
The industrial visit started by visiting the auditorium where all the seminars of the
INCOIS took place. Later, we were taken to the important sections of INCOIS such as
ITEWC, PFZ, Ocean state forecast, ocean modeling and data & web services management.
Initially, we started off with the Indian Tsunami Early Warning Centre (ITEWC). Here, we
were explained about the role of INCOIS in early warning of tsunamis. Also, the causes and
effects of tsunamis were explained. We were said that INCOIS has 22 sea-level gauges at
Chennai, Ennore, Vishakhapatnam among others and 3 bottom pressure recorders that
provides alerts and timely information about the ocean. The process of gathering hourly or
timely information on the earthquakes that cause tsunami, using satellite and other
equipments were shown and explained to us. Also, a small video on INCOIS was shown.
Then, we forwarded to the other section that deals with the ocean forecast. It was told
nearly quarter of population of India resides along the coastline, so the information on the
state of ocean surrounding the sub-continent is vital for the people and for development of
country. Thus, the Indian Ocean Forecasting System (INDOFOS) is used which is capable of
predicting the surface and sub surface features of Indian Ocean well in advance. The
generation and the dissemination processes of the forecast were also explained to us. Later,
we headed to the section of Marine Fishery Advisory Services where the Potential Fishing
Zones (PFZ) are determined .It was seen that fisheries research together with technological
advancement accelerated the process of knowing the resource beneath the water which
resulted in the increase of marine fish production to greater leaps. We were explained, how
by using the sea surface temperature and chlorophyll, the Potential Fishing Zones (PFZ) were
generated and disseminated to the people thus helping the Indian Fishing Community and

VNR VIGNANA JYOTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
APPRECIATION ON INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO
TELANGANA STATE ENGINEERING RESEARCH LABORATORIES (TSERL)
ON 27.03.2017
The Department of Civil Engineering has organized an Industrial visit to
Telangana State Engineering Research Laboratories (TSERL), Himayatsagar on
27.03.2017 for IV B.Tech II Sem Civil Engineering Students (CE – I & II). Sri
U.S.Harikrishnan Assistant Professor, CED Ms. Chandana N, Assistant Professor, CED
& Sri. P Ramu, Assistant Professor, CED had accompanied with 111 IV B.Tech II Sem
CE – I & II Civil Engineering students. The Salient features observed by the students are
as follows.
The Telangana State Engineering Research Laboratories (TSERL) is a research
and development organization and is a permanent department under the ministry of
Irrigation and Command Area Development Department, Government of Telangana. It
was established in 1945 as Hyderabad Engineering Research Laboratories (HERL). It is
one of the oldest Research Institutions in the Country. It is located near the
Himayathsagar reservoir about 30 Km. away from Hyderabad City. The main objective
of the laboratory is to conduct specific investigations as and when required on Civil
Engineering problems arising during investigation, design and construction of various
projects in addition to investigations on post construction failures of the existing
structures.
The activities of this laboratory include attending to the problems with regard to
quality of structures like earth dams, road embankments and canal embankments and
concrete dams. Testing of materials like cement, aggregates, steel, bricks and design of
cement mortar, cement concrete mixes, etc. are regularly undertaken. Construction of
hydraulic models and conducting tests on the same for testing their effective performance
is a primary activity. Hydrographic surveys of minor, medium and major irrigation
projects for capacity evaluation and estimation of rate of sedimentation are also taken up.
Study of various Engineering problems of Andhra Pradesh using Remote Sensing
techniques with data procured from NRSA is taken up. The broad objectives of APERL
are:


To carry out Basic and Applied Research work in the field of Civil
Engineering.



To provide consultancy and routine testing services to the Engineering
Departments of Government of Andhra Pradesh, Government of India, Public
Sector undertakings, Local bodies and Private agencies.

Hydraulics & Hydrology laboratories:
The objective of the Hydraulics & Hydrology laboratories is to carryout
Hydraulic model studies and Hydrological studies for the proposed and existing major
and medium Irrigation projects beside problems of Hydro-Electric projects of Andhra
Pradesh State. Problems are also being referred to these laboratories from other parts of
the country. The problems, which are referred to these laboratories, may be at the design,
execution and at operational stages. The structures are initially designed by the Central
Designs Organization, Hyderabad tentatively subject to the confirmation by model
studies. Accordingly model studies are being carried out for assessing the Hydraulic
performance such as, energy dissipation arrangement, adequacy of vent way, assessment
of Cd value, calibration of spillways and regulators, evaluation of suitable alignment and
length of guide bunds to improve the flow features, gate operation schedules,
measurement of Hydro-dynamic forces (uplift and down pull forces) exerted on the
spillway gates or stop log gates, pressures exerted on the penstocks, spillway profiles,
scour studies in the rivers on the downstream of the Dam/Barrages. Pump sump studies
are also undertaken by these units. Water current meters are taken up for calibration and
at times, field studies will be done for measuring discharges in canals and rivers.
In addition to the above, the Hydrology laboratory takes up the computer based
hydrology problems like computations of back water curves, studying afflux, yield from
catchments, flood routing, gate operation schedules, reservoir working tables etc. This
laboratory is also maintaining hydro meteorological station wherein the various hydro
meteorological parameters like wind velocity and direction, sunshine hours, humidity,
evaporation, daily temperatures and rainfall data are being collected. This laboratory has
also been carrying the physical hydraulic model studies on spillways, protective works,
causeways, bridges, river training and control works, canals and related works.

Soil Mechanics laboratories:
To find out the behavior and to understand the soils, field and laboratory
investigations are essential. Soil parameters obtained by means of investigations,
laboratory tests and research are utilized for designing the structures. Hence, this
laboratory is catering to the soil and rock testing needs of almost all State Government
Departments such as Irrigation, Roads & Buildings, Panchayat Raj, Public Health, all

State under taken Corporations; and Central Government Departments like Central Public
Works Department, Airport Authority of India, National Highways Authority of India,
Military Engineering Services and other undertakings besides meeting the needs of
private organizations as well.
These laboratories are involved in conducting both the Field and Laboratory tests
on all types of soils. Special tests like consolidated Undrained Triaxial compression test
with measurement of Pore water pressure to find out the effective stress parameters,
Large Box shear tests, swell pressure tests etc. are also conducted. Field tests like
plate/pile load tests, field California bearing ratio tests, field permeability tests, rock
shear tests etc. are also taken up. Applied Research work in the field of Soil Mechanics,
Foundation Engineering, Soil Dynamics, Rock Mechanics, Geotextiles etc., are also
carried out. Dam Instrumentation studies are taken up. This division is meeting the
needs of Vigilance & Quality Control departments to find out the deviations at postconstruction stage.
Engineering Materials Laboratory:
Engineering Materials Laboratory was established as an integrated arm of APERL
in the pre-independence days to carry out the Basic and Applied Research Work in the
field of concrete technology besides the quality control check and testing of construction
materials to verify conformity with relevant standards or other specific requirements and
catering to the technical needs of state & central government organizations and private
organizations.
The materials which are tested are cement, aggregate, rock, steel, brick, A.C.
sheets, timber, Tar and Bitumen, FRC Man Hole covers etc.
This laboratory also deals with
 Cement concrete and Cement mortar mix design.
 Core extraction and testing of concrete structures.
 Pull out test of anchor rods in tunnels and rock foundations to assess
the bond strength.
Remote Sensing Laboratory:
Remote sensing laboratory was established in the year 1986 in APERL to cater
to the needs of irrigation department, such as estimation of present capacity of reservoir
and rate of sedimentation, identification of ground water potential zones, crop land
acreage estimation, Rainfall Run-off studies and other allied applications for water
resources development and management studies.

VNR VIGNANA JYOTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
APPRECIATION ON INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO "CII - SOHRABJI GODREJ GREEN
BUSINESS CENTRE" KOTHAGUDA ON 16.10.2017
The Department of Civil Engineering has organized an Industrial visit Green Building
Project Site "CII - Sohrabji Godrej Green Business Centre" Kothaguda Post, R. R. District,
Hyderabad on 16.10.2017 for II B.Tech I Sem Civil Engineering Students. Sri KV Gopi,
Assistant Professor had accompanied with 50 Students of II B.Tech I Sem to CII - Sohrabji
Godrej Green Business Centre. The salient features of the visit are
Introduction to Green Buildings
CII - Sohrabji Godrej Green Business Centre (CII Godrej GBC), cozily nestled close to
Shilparamam, is the first LEED Platinum rated green building in India. The building is a perfect
blend of India’s rich architectural splendor and technological innovations, incorporating
traditional concepts into modern and contemporary architecture. Extensive energy simulation
exercises were undertaken to orient the building in such a way that minimizes the heat ingress
while allowing natural daylight to penetrate abundantly. The building incorporates several worldclass energy and environment friendly features, including solar PV systems, indoor air quality
monitoring, a high efficiency HVAC system, a passive cooling system using wind towers, high
performance glass, aesthetic roof gardens, rain water harvesting, root zone treatment system, etc.
The extensive landscape is also home to varieties of trees, most of which are native and adaptive
to local climatic conditions. The green building boasts a 50% saving in overall energy
consumption, 35 % reduction in potable water consumption and usage of 80% of recycled /
recyclable material. Most importantly, the building has enabled the widespread green building
movement in India.

Green features and sustainable technologies Energy Efficiency
State-of-the- art Building Management Systems (BMS) were installed for real time monitoring of
energy consumption. The use of aerated concrete blocks for facades reduces the load on airconditioning by 15-20% Double-glazed units with argon gas filling between the glass panes
enhance the thermal properties.

Zero Water Discharge Building
All of the wastewater, including grey and black water, generated in the building is treated
biologically through a process called the Root Zone Treatment System. The outlet-treated water
meets the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) norms. The treated water is used for
landscaping

Minimum Disturbance to the Site
The building design was conceived to have minimum disturbance to the surrounding ecological
environment. The disturbance to the site was limited within 40 feet from the building footprint
during the construction phase. This has preserved the majority of the existing flora and fauna and
natural microbiological organism around the building. Extensive erosion and sedimentation
control measures to prevent topsoil erosion have als been taken at the site during construction.

Materials and Resources
80% of the materials used in the building are sourced within 500 miles from the project site.
Most of the construction material also uses post-consumer and industrial waste as a raw material
during the manufacturing process. Fly-ash based bricks, glass, aluminum, and ceramic tiles,
which contain consumer and industrial waste, are used in constructing the building to encourage
the usage of recycled content. Office furniture is made of bagasse based composite wood. More
than 50% of the construction waste is recycled within the building or sent to other sites and
diverted from landfills. Renew able Energy 20% of the building energy requirements are
catered to by solar photovoltaics. The solar PV has an installed capacity of 23.5 kW.

Indoor Air Quality
Indoor air quality is continuously monitored and a minimum fresh air is pumped into the
conditioned spaces at all times. Fresh air is also drawn into the building through wind towers.
The use of low volatile organic compound (VOC) paints and coatings, adhesives, sealants, and
carpets also helps to improve indoor air quality.
Other Notable Green Features
a. Fenestration maximized on the north orientation
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ONE MARK QUESTIONS
1. Which of the following theorem is used for the analysis of a transistor circuit
[
]
(a) Thevenin’s theorem. (b) Superposition theorem.
(c) Norton’s theorem.
(d) Reciprocity.
2. In a series R-L-C circuit at resonance
[
]
(a) impedance is maximum.
(b) Admittance is maximum.
(c) Impedance is purely reactive. (d) current is minimum.
3. A passive element in a circuit is one which
[
]
(a) supplies energy.
(b) received energy.
(c) Both supplies and receives energy. (d) none of the above.
4. At which point of a magnet, the intensity of magnetic lines of force is maximum? [
]
(a) south pole.
(b) north pole.
(c) Magnetic pole.
(d) unit pole.
5. The curve between frequency and current is known as
[
]
(a) voltage curve.
(b) power curve.
(c) Resonance curve.
(d) load curve.
6. The typical value of SCR for modern alternator is
[
]
(a) 1.5
(b) 0.5
(c) 1.0
(d) 1.2
7. The p-region has a greater concentration of __________ as compared to the n-region in a P-N
junction.
[
]
a) holes
b) electrons
c) both holes & electrons
d) protons
8. In the p & n regions of the p-n junction the _________ & the ___________ are the majority
charge carriers respectively.
[
]
a) holes, holes
b) electrons, electrons
c) holes, electrons
d) electrons, holes
9. A UJT has
[
]
(a) Two pn junctions
(b) One pn junction
(c) Three pn junctions
(d) none
10. An L filter is connected ________
[
]
(a) in series
(b)in parallel (c) in both series and parallel (d)none

11. In a single phase, full wave bridge circuit and in three phase, delta full wave bridge circuit, the
ripple voltage frequency is always
[
]
a) Twice the line frequency, six times the line frequency
b) Both will be twice the line frequency
c) Both will be six times the lines frequency
d) None of these
12. Scott connection is used for the conversion of
[
]
a) Single phase to three phase b) Three phase to single phase
c) Single phase to two phase
d)All of these
13. The most commonly used connections for power systems as a step - up and step - down
transformers are
[
]
a. Star - delta, star – star
b. Delta - star, star - delta
c. Star - star, delta – delta
d. Star - delta, delta - star
14. In case of delta-star connection of three phase transformer, secondary line voltage with respect
of primary line voltage is at
[
]
a. 0 degree
b. 30 degree leading
c. 30 degree lagging
d. 60 degree lagging
15. For large low voltage transformers, the most commonly used connections are
[
]
a. Star - star connection
b. Delta - delta connection
c. V connection
d. All of these
16. In star-star connection of three phase transformer, if VL is the line voltage and IL is the line
current then phase voltage and phase current is given by
[
]
a. VL / √3, IL
b. VL , IL
c. √3VL , IL / √3
d. VL, IL / √3
17. What is the purpose of bedding on the underground cables
[
]
a. To avoid leakage of current.
b. To protect the sheath against corrosion.
c. To protect the sheath from mechanical injury due to armouring.
d. Both (b) and (c)
18. The thickness of insulation provided on the conductor in the cable depends on which among
the following factor
[
]
a. Operating voltage
b. Current to be carried
c. Power factor
d. Both (a) and (b)
19. The insulation resistance of a cable of length 10 km is 1M Ω . For a length of 100 km of the
same cable, what will be the insulation resistance
[
]
a. 1 M Ω
b. 10 M Ω
c. 0.1 M Ω
d. 0.01 M Ω
20. What is the gas pressure of SF6 for a compressed gas insulated cable
a. 10 – 20 mm Hg
b. 80 – 100 mm Hg
2
c. 3 – 5 kg / cm
d. 40 – 50 kg / cm2
21. Which of these systems uses the 3 phase 4 wire system
a. Primary distribution
b. Secondary distribution
c. Primary transmission
d. Secondary transmission
22. Line efficiency increases for ________ transmission voltages.
a. Higher
b. Lower
c. Both (a) and (b)
d. None of these

[

]

[

]

[

]

23. According to Faraday’s law, EMF stands for
a) Electromagnetic field
b) Electromagnetic force
c) Electromagnetic friction
d) Electromotive force
24. Calculate the emf when the flux is given by 3sin t + 5cos t
a)3cos t – 5sin t
b) -3cos t + 5sin t
c) -3sin t – 5cos t
d) 3cos t + 5sin t

[

]

[

]

25. For conductors, the free electrons will exist at
[
a) Valence band
b) Middle of valence and conduction band
c) Will not exist
d) Conduction band
26. Alternating current measured in a transmission line will be
[
a) Peak value
b) Average value
c) RMS value
d) Zero
27. The average emf induced per turn in a transformer is given by
[
a. 1.11f Φm
b. 0.5f Φm
c. 4f Φm
d. 8f Φm
28. If the power factor of a transformer is increases, then its efficiency will
[
a. Increases
b. Decreases
c. Remains constant
d. Not related to each other
29. Open circuit test is to be performed on transformer to find
[
a. Constant losses
b. Copper losses
c. Both constant losses and copper losses
d. None of these
30. Which test is also called as back to back test
[
a. Retardation test
b. Sumpner’s test
c. Field test
d. Voltage drop test
31. Which among the following is not an advantage of an open loop system
[
a. Simplicity in construction & design b. Easy maintenance
c. Rare problems of stability
d. Requirement of system recalibration from time to time
32. How is an output represented in the control systems
[
a. r(t)
b. c(t)
c. x(t)
d. y(t)
33. If a system is subjected to step input, which type of static error coefficient performs the
function of controlling steady state error
[
a. Position
b. Velocity
c. Acceleration
d. Retardation
34. Which unit is adopted for magnitude measurement in Bode plots
[
a. Degree
b. Decimal
c. Decibel
d. Deviation
35. Which among the following controls the speed of D.C. motor
[
a. Galvanometer b. Gauss meter
c. Potentiometer
d. Tachometer
36. A liquid crystal display requires
[
a. An AC drive b. A DC drive c. Both AC and DC drive d. None of these
37. The ionization gauge an instrument used for the measurement of
[
a. Very low pressure
b. Medium pressure
c. High pressure
d. Very high pressure
38. Electrostatic voltmeter instruments are suitable for
[
a. AC work only
b. DC work only
c. Both AC and DC work
d. None of these

]

]

]

]

]

]

]

]

]
]
]
]
]

]

39. For the measurement of unknown inductance in terms of known capacitance, the suitable ac
bridges are
[
]
a. Maxwell and Schering bridge b. Maxwell and Wien’s bridge
c. Maxwell and Hay’s bridge
d. Hay’s and Wien’s bridge
40. Which among the following oscillators are specifically preferred at high frequencies [
]
a. LC oscillators
b. RC oscillator
c. Both a and b
d. None of the above
41. What is an angle of phase shift for each designed RC network in the Phase Shift Oscillator
circuit
[
]
a. 30°
b. 60°
c. 90°
d. 180°
42. Which among the following is an output provided by trans resistance amplifier
[
]
a. Output current proportional to signal voltage
b. Output voltage proportional to signal current
c. Output voltage proportional to input voltage
d. Output current proportional to signal current
43. The rate of -20 dB/decade is almost equivalent to __________
[
]
a. -4 dB/octave
b. -6 dB/octave
c. -8 dB/octave
d. -10 dB/octave
44. What would happen if 180° phase shifted signal between input voltage (V i) and drain-to-source
voltage (VGS) will be passed through the output coupling capacitor during the operation of
MOSFET as an amplifier
[
]
a. DC value will be reduced to unity
b. DC value will be reduced to zero
c. DC value will be reduced to infinity d. None of the above
45. A single transistor can be used to build which of the following digital logic gates
[
]
a) AND gates
b) OR gates c) NOT gates d) NAND gates
46. Exclusive-OR (XOR) logic gates can be constructed from what other logic gates
[
]
a) OR gates only
b) AND gates and NOT gates
c) AND gates, OR gates, and NOT gates
d) OR gates and NOT gates
47. The basic logic gate whose output is the complement of the input is the
[
]
a) OR gate
b) AND gate c) INVERTER gate d) Comparator
48. The difference between half adder and full adder is
[
]
a) Half adder has two inputs while full adder has four inputs
b) Half adder has one output while full adder has two outputs
c) Half adder has two inputs while full adder has three inputs
d) All of the Mentioned
49. The power factor is the ratio of ________ power to the ______ power
[
]
a) average, apparent
b) apparent, reactive
c) reactive, average
d) apparent, average
50. Current in the field winding is ___________
[
]
a) AC always
b) DC always
c) Both AC and DC
d) Either AC or DC

TWO MARK QUESTIONS
1. Power factor is a factor which must be multiplied to apparent power to obtain
(a)reactive power.
(b) true power.
(c) wavelength.
(d) phase angle.

[

]

2. For the r.m.s. value of 20 V, the peak to peak value is
(a)14.14.
(b) 22.22.
(c) 28.28.
(d) 56.56.

[

]

3. The below shown single phase controlled rectifier configuration is a

[

]

a) two pulse M-2 Connection
b) two pulse B-2 Connection
c) single pulse M-2 Connection
d) single pulse B-2 Connection
4. A fully controlled converter uses
[
]
a) diodes only
b) thyristors only
c) both diodes and thyristors
d) none of the mentioned
5. The constant current transformer are mainly used for
a. Supplying series connected street light
b. Personal computers
c. Arc welding
d. Electric toys
6. If a two winding transformer is converted into an autotransformer by applying additive
polarity and subtractive polarity which results in the secondary voltages of 1840 and 1810
volts. Then the primary and secondary voltages of transformer are
[
]
a. 1800V, 50V
b. 1810V, 40V
c. 1820V, 30V
d. 1825V, 15V
7. Whether the given autotransformer is step up or step down, its VA rating is always [
a. Greater than the two winding transformer
b. Equal to the two winding transformer
c. lesser than the two winding transformer
d. cannot say

]

8. The starting torque and power factor of shaded pole induction motor
[
a. High, low
b. Low, high
c. Low, low
d. High, high

]

9. How many cores are used in a cable for the transmission of voltages upto 66 kV
a. Single core
b. Two core c. Three core d. All of the above

]

[

10. For the fig shown, what will be the capacitance between A and B

a. CC + (CS / 2)

b. Cs + (Cc / 2)

c. (CS + 3 Cc) / 2

[

]

d. 3CC + 2CS

11. A 5kV / 250V, 50Hz single phase core type transformer with average flux in the core is
0.05wb. the number of turns in the primary winding is
[
]
a. 273
b. 278
c. 280
d. 287
12. In transformers for maximum voltage regulation to occur, the power factor and magnitude
is
[
]
a. Lagging, Zpu
b. Leading, Zpu
c. Unity, Zpu d. None of these
13. A 600 kVA transformer has iron losses of 400 kW and copper losses of 500 kW. Its kVA
rating for maximum efficiency is given by
[
]
a. 537 kVA b. 548 kVA c. 555 kVA d. 585 kVA
14. Two transformers are operated in parallel, most essential condition to be satisfied is
[
]
a. Polarities should be same
b. Leakage reactance should be equal
c. Turns ratios should be equal
d. Impedances should be in proportion to their kVA
rating
15. What is the value of parabolic input in Laplace domain
[
]
2
3
a. 1
b. A/s
c. A/s
d. A/s
16. The magnitude & phase relationship between _________input and the steady state output is
called as frequency domain.
[
]
a. Step
b. Ramp
c. Sinusoidal
d. Parabolic
17. For the transfer function given below, where does the zero of the system lie
G(s) = 5s -1 / s2 + 5s + 4
[
]
a. s = -1 & s = -1/4
b. s = -4 & s = -1
c. s = 1/5
d. s = -1/5
18. For the measurement of low resistances, Kelvin’s double bridge has high accuracy because
[
]
a. It has two set of ratio arms which eliminates effect of resistance of connecting lead
b. It has a null indicating galvanometer
c. It has two null indicator
d. It has four sets of ratio arms which eliminates the effect of resistance of connecting lead

19. Consider the assertions given below.
[
]
A. Replacement of each coupling and bypass capacitors by a short circuit
B. Replacement of transistor by its hybrid equivalent model for further analysis
C. Replacement of DC voltage sources by a short circuit
Which is the correct sequential order of steps to be carried out for analysis of a transistor
amplifier circuit
a. A, B, C

b. B, A, C

c. A, C, B

d. C, A, B

20. If A and B are the inputs of a half adder, the carry is given by
a) A AND B
b) A OR B
c) A XOR B d) A EXOR B

[

]

21. A basic S-R flip-flop can be constructed by cross-coupling of which basic logic gates
[
]
a) AND or OR gates
b) XOR or XNOR gates
c) NOR or NAND gates
d) AND or NOR gates
22. In the circuit shown, find the current through 4Ω resistor using Superposition theorem
[
]

a) 4

b) 5

c) 6

d) 7

23. Find the equivalent resistance at node A in the delta connected circuit shown in the figure
below.
[
]

a) 1

b) 2

c) 3

d) 4

24. If a shunt motor is started with its field winding open then
a. It will rotate at the same speed as that with its field winding closed
b. It will rotate at less speed as that with its field winding closed
c. It will rotate at dangerously high speed
d. None of these

[

]

25. The speed armature current characteristics of a d.c. series motor is
a. Rectangular hyperbola
b. Linear
c. Parabolic
d. Parabolic till saturation and then linear

[

]
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ONE MARK QUESTIONS
1. Which of the following theorem is used for the analysis of a transistor circuit
[
]
(a) Thevenin’s theorem. (b) Superposition theorem.
(c) Norton’s theorem.
(d) Reciprocity.
2. In a series R-L-C circuit at resonance
[
]
(a) impedance is maximum.
(b) Admittance is maximum.
(c) Impedance is purely reactive. (d) current is minimum.
3. A passive element in a circuit is one which
[
]
(a) supplies energy.
(b) received energy.
(c) Both supplies and receives energy. (d) none of the above.
4. At which point of a magnet, the intensity of magnetic lines of force is maximum? [
]
(a) south pole.
(b) north pole.
(c) Magnetic pole.
(d) unit pole.
5. The curve between frequency and current is known as
[
]
(a) voltage curve.
(b) power curve.
(c) Resonance curve.
(d) load curve.
6. The typical value of SCR for modern alternator is
[
]
(a) 1.5
(b) 0.5
(c) 1.0
(d) 1.2
7. The p-region has a greater concentration of __________ as compared to the n-region in a P-N
junction.
[
]
a) holes
b) electrons
c) both holes & electrons
d) protons
8. In the p & n regions of the p-n junction the _________ & the ___________ are the majority
charge carriers respectively.
[
]
a) holes, holes
b) electrons, electrons
c) holes, electrons
d) electrons, holes
9. A UJT has
[
]
(a) Two pn junctions
(b) One pn junction
(c) Three pn junctions
(d) none
10. An L filter is connected ________
[
]
(a) in series
(b)in parallel (c) in both series and parallel (d)none

11. In a single phase, full wave bridge circuit and in three phase, delta full wave bridge circuit, the
ripple voltage frequency is always
[
]
a) Twice the line frequency, six times the line frequency
b) Both will be twice the line frequency
c) Both will be six times the lines frequency
d) None of these
12. Scott connection is used for the conversion of
[
]
a) Single phase to three phase b) Three phase to single phase
c) Single phase to two phase
d)All of these
13. The most commonly used connections for power systems as a step - up and step - down
transformers are
[
]
a. Star - delta, star – star
b. Delta - star, star - delta
c. Star - star, delta – delta
d. Star - delta, delta - star
14. In case of delta-star connection of three phase transformer, secondary line voltage with respect
of primary line voltage is at
[
]
a. 0 degree
b. 30 degree leading
c. 30 degree lagging
d. 60 degree lagging
15. For large low voltage transformers, the most commonly used connections are
[
]
a. Star - star connection
b. Delta - delta connection
c. V connection
d. All of these
16. In star-star connection of three phase transformer, if VL is the line voltage and IL is the line
current then phase voltage and phase current is given by
[
]
a. VL / √3, IL
b. VL , IL
c. √3VL , IL / √3
d. VL, IL / √3
17. What is the purpose of bedding on the underground cables
[
]
a. To avoid leakage of current.
b. To protect the sheath against corrosion.
c. To protect the sheath from mechanical injury due to armouring.
d. Both (b) and (c)
18. The thickness of insulation provided on the conductor in the cable depends on which among
the following factor
[
]
a. Operating voltage
b. Current to be carried
c. Power factor
d. Both (a) and (b)
19. The insulation resistance of a cable of length 10 km is 1M Ω . For a length of 100 km of the
same cable, what will be the insulation resistance
[
]
a. 1 M Ω
b. 10 M Ω
c. 0.1 M Ω
d. 0.01 M Ω
20. What is the gas pressure of SF6 for a compressed gas insulated cable
a. 10 – 20 mm Hg
b. 80 – 100 mm Hg
2
c. 3 – 5 kg / cm
d. 40 – 50 kg / cm2
21. Which of these systems uses the 3 phase 4 wire system
a. Primary distribution
b. Secondary distribution
c. Primary transmission
d. Secondary transmission
22. Line efficiency increases for ________ transmission voltages.
a. Higher
b. Lower
c. Both (a) and (b)
d. None of these

[

]

[

]

[

]

23. According to Faraday’s law, EMF stands for
a) Electromagnetic field
b) Electromagnetic force
c) Electromagnetic friction
d) Electromotive force
24. Calculate the emf when the flux is given by 3sin t + 5cos t
a)3cos t – 5sin t
b) -3cos t + 5sin t
c) -3sin t – 5cos t
d) 3cos t + 5sin t

[

]

[

]

25. For conductors, the free electrons will exist at
[
a) Valence band
b) Middle of valence and conduction band
c) Will not exist
d) Conduction band
26. Alternating current measured in a transmission line will be
[
a) Peak value
b) Average value
c) RMS value
d) Zero
27. The average emf induced per turn in a transformer is given by
[
a. 1.11f Φm
b. 0.5f Φm
c. 4f Φm
d. 8f Φm
28. If the power factor of a transformer is increases, then its efficiency will
[
a. Increases
b. Decreases
c. Remains constant
d. Not related to each other
29. Open circuit test is to be performed on transformer to find
[
a. Constant losses
b. Copper losses
c. Both constant losses and copper losses
d. None of these
30. Which test is also called as back to back test
[
a. Retardation test
b. Sumpner’s test
c. Field test
d. Voltage drop test
31. Which among the following is not an advantage of an open loop system
[
a. Simplicity in construction & design b. Easy maintenance
c. Rare problems of stability
d. Requirement of system recalibration from time to time
32. How is an output represented in the control systems
[
a. r(t)
b. c(t)
c. x(t)
d. y(t)
33. If a system is subjected to step input, which type of static error coefficient performs the
function of controlling steady state error
[
a. Position
b. Velocity
c. Acceleration
d. Retardation
34. Which unit is adopted for magnitude measurement in Bode plots
[
a. Degree
b. Decimal
c. Decibel
d. Deviation
35. Which among the following controls the speed of D.C. motor
[
a. Galvanometer b. Gauss meter
c. Potentiometer
d. Tachometer
36. A liquid crystal display requires
[
a. An AC drive b. A DC drive c. Both AC and DC drive d. None of these
37. The ionization gauge an instrument used for the measurement of
[
a. Very low pressure
b. Medium pressure
c. High pressure
d. Very high pressure
38. Electrostatic voltmeter instruments are suitable for
[
a. AC work only
b. DC work only
c. Both AC and DC work
d. None of these

]

]

]

]

]

]

]

]

]
]
]
]
]

]

39. For the measurement of unknown inductance in terms of known capacitance, the suitable ac
bridges are
[
]
a. Maxwell and Schering bridge b. Maxwell and Wien’s bridge
c. Maxwell and Hay’s bridge
d. Hay’s and Wien’s bridge
40. Which among the following oscillators are specifically preferred at high frequencies [
]
a. LC oscillators
b. RC oscillator
c. Both a and b
d. None of the above
41. What is an angle of phase shift for each designed RC network in the Phase Shift Oscillator
circuit
[
]
a. 30°
b. 60°
c. 90°
d. 180°
42. Which among the following is an output provided by trans resistance amplifier
[
]
a. Output current proportional to signal voltage
b. Output voltage proportional to signal current
c. Output voltage proportional to input voltage
d. Output current proportional to signal current
43. The rate of -20 dB/decade is almost equivalent to __________
[
]
a. -4 dB/octave
b. -6 dB/octave
c. -8 dB/octave
d. -10 dB/octave
44. What would happen if 180° phase shifted signal between input voltage (V i) and drain-to-source
voltage (VGS) will be passed through the output coupling capacitor during the operation of
MOSFET as an amplifier
[
]
a. DC value will be reduced to unity
b. DC value will be reduced to zero
c. DC value will be reduced to infinity d. None of the above
45. A single transistor can be used to build which of the following digital logic gates
[
]
a) AND gates
b) OR gates c) NOT gates d) NAND gates
46. Exclusive-OR (XOR) logic gates can be constructed from what other logic gates
[
]
a) OR gates only
b) AND gates and NOT gates
c) AND gates, OR gates, and NOT gates
d) OR gates and NOT gates
47. The basic logic gate whose output is the complement of the input is the
[
]
a) OR gate
b) AND gate c) INVERTER gate d) Comparator
48. The difference between half adder and full adder is
[
]
a) Half adder has two inputs while full adder has four inputs
b) Half adder has one output while full adder has two outputs
c) Half adder has two inputs while full adder has three inputs
d) All of the Mentioned
49. The power factor is the ratio of ________ power to the ______ power
[
]
a) average, apparent
b) apparent, reactive
c) reactive, average
d) apparent, average
50. Current in the field winding is ___________
[
]
a) AC always
b) DC always
c) Both AC and DC
d) Either AC or DC

TWO MARK QUESTIONS
1. Power factor is a factor which must be multiplied to apparent power to obtain
(a)reactive power.
(b) true power.
(c) wavelength.
(d) phase angle.

[

]

2. For the r.m.s. value of 20 V, the peak to peak value is
(a)14.14.
(b) 22.22.
(c) 28.28.
(d) 56.56.

[

]

3. The below shown single phase controlled rectifier configuration is a

[

]

a) two pulse M-2 Connection
b) two pulse B-2 Connection
c) single pulse M-2 Connection
d) single pulse B-2 Connection
4. A fully controlled converter uses
[
]
a) diodes only
b) thyristors only
c) both diodes and thyristors
d) none of the mentioned
5. The constant current transformer are mainly used for
a. Supplying series connected street light
b. Personal computers
c. Arc welding
d. Electric toys
6. If a two winding transformer is converted into an autotransformer by applying additive
polarity and subtractive polarity which results in the secondary voltages of 1840 and 1810
volts. Then the primary and secondary voltages of transformer are
[
]
a. 1800V, 50V
b. 1810V, 40V
c. 1820V, 30V
d. 1825V, 15V
7. Whether the given autotransformer is step up or step down, its VA rating is always [
a. Greater than the two winding transformer
b. Equal to the two winding transformer
c. lesser than the two winding transformer
d. cannot say

]

8. The starting torque and power factor of shaded pole induction motor
[
a. High, low
b. Low, high
c. Low, low
d. High, high

]

9. How many cores are used in a cable for the transmission of voltages upto 66 kV
a. Single core
b. Two core c. Three core d. All of the above

]

[

10. For the fig shown, what will be the capacitance between A and B

a. CC + (CS / 2)

b. Cs + (Cc / 2)

c. (CS + 3 Cc) / 2

[

]

d. 3CC + 2CS

11. A 5kV / 250V, 50Hz single phase core type transformer with average flux in the core is
0.05wb. the number of turns in the primary winding is
[
]
a. 273
b. 278
c. 280
d. 287
12. In transformers for maximum voltage regulation to occur, the power factor and magnitude
is
[
]
a. Lagging, Zpu
b. Leading, Zpu
c. Unity, Zpu d. None of these
13. A 600 kVA transformer has iron losses of 400 kW and copper losses of 500 kW. Its kVA
rating for maximum efficiency is given by
[
]
a. 537 kVA b. 548 kVA c. 555 kVA d. 585 kVA
14. Two transformers are operated in parallel, most essential condition to be satisfied is
[
]
a. Polarities should be same
b. Leakage reactance should be equal
c. Turns ratios should be equal
d. Impedances should be in proportion to their kVA
rating
15. What is the value of parabolic input in Laplace domain
[
]
2
3
a. 1
b. A/s
c. A/s
d. A/s
16. The magnitude & phase relationship between _________input and the steady state output is
called as frequency domain.
[
]
a. Step
b. Ramp
c. Sinusoidal
d. Parabolic
17. For the transfer function given below, where does the zero of the system lie
G(s) = 5s -1 / s2 + 5s + 4
[
]
a. s = -1 & s = -1/4
b. s = -4 & s = -1
c. s = 1/5
d. s = -1/5
18. For the measurement of low resistances, Kelvin’s double bridge has high accuracy because
[
]
a. It has two set of ratio arms which eliminates effect of resistance of connecting lead
b. It has a null indicating galvanometer
c. It has two null indicator
d. It has four sets of ratio arms which eliminates the effect of resistance of connecting lead

19. Consider the assertions given below.
[
]
A. Replacement of each coupling and bypass capacitors by a short circuit
B. Replacement of transistor by its hybrid equivalent model for further analysis
C. Replacement of DC voltage sources by a short circuit
Which is the correct sequential order of steps to be carried out for analysis of a transistor
amplifier circuit
a. A, B, C

b. B, A, C

c. A, C, B

d. C, A, B

20. If A and B are the inputs of a half adder, the carry is given by
a) A AND B
b) A OR B
c) A XOR B d) A EXOR B

[

]

21. A basic S-R flip-flop can be constructed by cross-coupling of which basic logic gates
[
]
a) AND or OR gates
b) XOR or XNOR gates
c) NOR or NAND gates
d) AND or NOR gates
22. In the circuit shown, find the current through 4Ω resistor using Superposition theorem
[
]

a) 4

b) 5

c) 6

d) 7

23. Find the equivalent resistance at node A in the delta connected circuit shown in the figure
below.
[
]

a) 1

b) 2

c) 3

d) 4

24. If a shunt motor is started with its field winding open then
a. It will rotate at the same speed as that with its field winding closed
b. It will rotate at less speed as that with its field winding closed
c. It will rotate at dangerously high speed
d. None of these

[

]

25. The speed armature current characteristics of a d.c. series motor is
a. Rectangular hyperbola
b. Linear
c. Parabolic
d. Parabolic till saturation and then linear

[

]
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Mock Aptitude Test in January 2017 – Employability
(Sr. Nos. 142,144,147,196)

Industrial Visit -Skill Development
(Sr. Nos. 143,146,151,152,154,156,157,159,160,
163,164,165,168,171,176,181,186,191,193)
1. Industrial Visit to Ganapati Sugar Industries Ltd.

2. Industrial Visit to Quality Photonics

3. Industrial Visit to Elico Ltd.

Certificate course- -Skill Development
(Sr. Nos. 145,148,149,150,153,155,172,173,177,178,180,184,187,189,192)
1. Certificate course on Networking

2. Certificate course on PLC and SCADA

3. Certificate course on LabVIEW

Workshop-Skill Development
(Sr. Nos- 161,162,166,169,174)
1. Workshop on PCB Design & Fa ri ation

2. Workshop on "Design and Nano Application of Nano materials for sensors

Digital Design Contest during Convergence 2017---Skill Development.
(Sr. Nos. 167,182)

Show & Tell in April 2017; Open House in February 2017 – Employability
(Sr. No. 197)
SHOW & TELL 2016-2017
Title: Evaluating Feature Extraction Methods of Electrooculography Signal for Human-Computer
Interface

Students:
Guide:

MAMIDI KRISHNA KIREETI
NEDUNOORI MAHESH KUMAR

13071A1087
13071A1094

Mr.M. Hari Krishna
Date of Display in Show &Tell:

19-1-2017

Electrooculography (EOG) signals can be used to control human–computer interface (HCI) systems, if
properly classified. The ability to measure and process these signals may help HCI users to overcome
many of the physical limitations and inconveniences in daily life. Here, we describe a classification
method used in a EOG-based HCI device for detecting eye movements in four directions.The EOG
classification is based on extracting features from the electrical signals corresponding to four directions
of eye movement (up, down, left, and right). The recognition and processing of these four different
features were achieved in real-life conditions, this system and its classification procedure provide an
effective method for identifying eye movements. Additionally, it may be applied to study eye functions
in real-life conditions in the near future.
Electrooculography (EOG) based HID (Human Interactive Device) has the potential to control a Robotic
hand. The project presents a novel method to control robotic hand with the help of eye movements.
Using this system, we can control the hand movements left, right, pick and place etc. As a result of road
traffic accidents, stroke, etc., a lot of people have become disabled following which many of them have
lost their ability to control their environment and communicate with others by conventional methods.
Studies on such groups of persons with severe disabilities have shown that many of them retain the
ability to control their eye movements which could be used to develop a new robotic hand control. This
system can be used by persons with disabilities for environmental control, as a source of information as
well as for entertainment. The device can be found most useful by handicapped people who can no
longer control the robotic hand using their hands. As the device relies on user's eye movements, it can
be used even by patients who are paralyzed from shoulder downwards. In recent years, EOG based HID
is becoming the hotspot of bio-based HID research.

Title:

Discrimination Of Adulteration Milk

Students:

Guide:

J.Gopichand
T.Prasad
G.Praveen Kumar
A.Bhuvana Swaroop

14075a1002
14075a1006
14075a1009
12071a1050

K.SUDHA RANI

Date of Display in Show &Tell:

16-2-2017

Milk contains all types of macro and micro nutrients. The common adulterants found
in milk are urea; starch/blotting paper, glucose/sugar, caustic soda, ammonia refined
vegetable oil (cheap cooking oil), white paint and common detergent or shampoo.
These not only reduce the nutritious value of the milk but also such milk pose risk to
health. Concentrations of mixing other components (Milk blend) detection system is use
to detect the blend added in the milk such as urea or sugar. It is having content such as
glucose & PH in the milk sample. Also the sodium chloride is detected. All parameters
are monitored and it will be display in the percentage form. The advantage of this
system is that the all parameters are detected by the sensors, so there is no
requirement of any chemical reaction.
This system uses the physical method than the chemical method therefore for
detecting the blend requires very less time. milk is commonly consumed by people of all
age groups. Also, India is the largest producer and consumer of milk. The supply of milk
is predominantly from the local suppliers which many a times gets delivered to the
consumers without pasteurization. Hence, great care should be taken in the production
and distribution process as water activity, moderate pH and ambient temperature is
sufficient for the microbial activity in milk. In order to increase the SNF value which in
turn increases the economic value of milk and to increase the productivity, urea, a
nitrogen containing molecule is added as a common adulterant in milk .The presence of
urea in milk is detrimental to human health because they vary the amount of protein in
the diet, amount. of urine excreted, amount of water intake, dry matter intake. Therefore
it is essential that the milk should be tested for purity before consumption. This system
will be going to change the lifestyle of Indian farmer and milk collection system.

Title:

Intraoperative Nerve Monitoring System(IONM)

Students:
Guide:

D. SRAVAN REDDY
J. ANISH CHANDRA
S. CHANDRA SHEKHAR

13071A1015
13071A1023
13071A1054

Mr.K. Vijay Chandra

Date of Display in Show &Tell:
17-3-2017
Intraoperative nerve monitoring (IONM) or Intraoperative Neuro monitoring is the use of
electrophysiological methods such as electroencephalography (EEG),electromyography
(nerve), and evoked potentials to monitor the functional integrity of certain neural
structures (e.g., nerves, spinal cord and parts of the brain) during surgery. The purpose
of IONM is to reduce the risk to the patient of iatrogenic damage to the nervous system,
and/or to provide functional guidance to the surgeon and anaesthesiologist. To
accomplish these objectives, a member of the surgical team with special training in
neurophysiology obtains and interprets triggered and spontaneous electrophysiological
signals from the patient periodically or continuously throughout the course of the
operation. Patients who benefit from neuro monitoring are those undergoing operations
involving the nervous system or which pose risk to its anatomic or physiologic integrity.
In general, a trained neurophysiologist attaches a computer system to the patient using
stimulating and recording electrodes. The neurophysiologist can thus observe and
document the electrophysiological signals in real time in the operating area during the
surgery. The signals change according to various factors, including anaesthesia, tissue
temperature, surgical stage, and tissue stresses. Various factors exert their influence on
the signals with various tissue-dependent time courses. Differentiating the signal
changes along these lines – with particular attention paid to stresses – is the joint task
of the surgical triad: surgeon, anaesthesiologist, and neurophysiologist.

Title:
Students:
Guide:

Solar Powered Auto Irrigation System
SHEIK NAGUR MEERAVALLI
G. SHIVA KRISHNA
M. SURYA TEJA

14075A1003
14075A1004
14075A1008

Mrs. S. VANDANA

Date of Display in Show &Tell:
15-4-2017
In the field of agriculture, use of proper method of irrigation is important because the
main reason is the lack of rains & scarcity of land reservoir water. The continuous
extraction of water from earth is reducing the water level due to which lot of land is
coming slowly in the zones of un-irrigated land. Another very important reason of this
is due to unplanned use of water due to which a significant amount of water goes
waste. For this purpose; we use this automatic plant irrigation system. The system
derives power from solar energy through photo-voltaic cells. Hence, dependency on
erratic commercial power is not required.
In this project we use solar energy which is used to operate the irrigation pump.
The circuit comprises of sensor parts built using op-amp . Op-amp’s are configured
here as a comparator. Two stiff copper wires are inserted in the soil to sense whether
the soil is wet or dry. A microcontroller is used to control the whole system by
monitoring the sensors and when sensors sense dry condition of soil, then the
microcontroller will send command to relay the contacts of which are used to switch
on the motor and it will switch off the motor when the soil is in wet condition. The
microcontroller does the above job as it receives the signal from the sensors through
the output of the comparator, and these signals operate under the control of software
which is stored in ROM of the microcontroller. The condition of the pump i.e., ON/OFF
is displayed on a 16X2 LCD which is interfaced to the microcontroller.
Further the project can be enhanced by interfacing it with a GSM modem to
gain control over the switching operation of the motor

Title:

Students:

Guide:

Visual Music For Hearing Impaired
SAI SRUTHI DHULIPALA
RAMA ERRABELLI
SHRUTHI KEERTHI MUCHANDI
NEERAJ

13071A1016
13071A1018
13071A1053
13071A1095

Dr.C.Kiran

Date of Display in Show& Tell:
16-4-2017
Sonochromatism is a phenomenon in which colours are perceived as sounds. This
project uses the relation between sounds and colours and explores the idea of creating
“visual music” which can be experienced by people whose auditory ability is impaired.
This project employs a musical instrument such as a keyboard or a microphone
interfaced to a digital device such as a personal computer to map each note of the
instrument with a unique colour code, following the Neil Harbisson’s sonochromatic
scale. An audio interface connects the microphone/ music instrument and converts the
analog sound signal to digital information which is further acquired through National
Instruments LabVIEW® Software. NI LabVIEW® is then used to convert each musical
frequency into a colour shade and display it on the front panel. This project finds its
major application in the assistance to the hearing-impaired ones, to have instantaneous
information of the music that they are playing. Another application for this project is the
usage of light and image patterns in synchronism and exhibiting them during
performances in live concerts. The output of this project can also help correct wrong
notes easier, since variations in colour are much easier to distinguish than variations in
notes within any given octave. This outcome of this project may also provide insights
into audio-visual sensory perceptions of the human brain.

Guest Lecture - Skill Development
(Sr. Nos. 158,175,179,183,185,188,194,195)
Guest Lecture on Applications of Instrumentation & control in Process Industry on
6th Feb 2017
by
P.V.V.VARA PRASAD
Scientist G (Retd.)
SATHISH DHAWAN SPACE CENTRE
SRIHARIKOTA

vNR vignana Jyothi Institute of Engineering & Technology
Bachupally, Nizampet (so), Hyderabad_ 500090
Department of Information Technology

Date: 1710112017

sUB: Guest Lecture For 3'd B.Tech IT-2nu s.m students -Reg.,
The department of information Technology has Organized Guest
Lecture on,,programming in
Oracle with PL/SQL " on lTth January, 20l7.The resource person fbr
the event is Mr.

S

Rajesh Kumar, Freelance Trainer for consultants like wipro,L&T.

Alt the III-B.Tech(lT), II-

Sem students have attended the session interactively. The session
details are as follows.

Date
l 7-01 -2017

Session Time
02-30 PM to 04OO PM

Ven ue

B-40s

Topic
Programming in Oracle
with PL/SQL

Participants
tl I-B.Tech, I I-Sem
Students(38)
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Kalyani

(Asst.Prof)

Reddy

(HOD-tr)
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Department of Informa tion Tech n ology
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REPORT ON GUEST LEEIURE

.--12.

Department of lT has conducted TEQIP-ll sponsored Guest lecture on "Networking " on 23'dJan

rotal tSltudents and One Faculty had aftended for the Session'

\./

v

The main objective of the Guest Lecture:
Real

Time Network lssues in lT Companies

The guest lecture mainly concentrated on Basics of Networking and Building. of Firewalls'
Different Information Security Management Standards followed by lT Companies, The
beneficiaries were M.Tech CNIS 15 students and a faculty.
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Hyderabad
e;-;t;t Institute of Technology & Science for Women,
2010)
Professor, Computer Science and IT dept. (Jul 2009 - May

and 2 NonKey Profile: Acted as In-charge, Head of the department, led a team of 9 personnel (ffaculty
students'
year
guiding
B.Tech
2nd
and
in
teaching
ii".6ing StafF). reported to thJ irincipal and involved
. Han;bd viiious administrative and academic related works of the dePartment and prepared & submitted
... academic reports to the Principal'
. Coordinated Network setup in new buildings and monitored & controlled Internet access to the users'

Achievements:
. Played a vital role in automating repoft generation process'
. Effectively established Computer Labs with Internet conne :tivity, Open source firewall, etc.
,1..aEryl-

i fnnomigds Softw.lr€ Pvt. Ltd., Hy,derabad
I Senio, tGnager - ff AOministration (MaY 2QO7 - Uar2OOg)
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Key Profile: Reported to the Managing Director and led a team of 5 System Administrators servers
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computer
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support
Network and System Administration
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different locations.
management.
Involved in infrastructure planning, procurement, vendor management and software license
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efficiency
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guided team
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&
Security
g
Information
27001:2005
ISO
GhneO iniplEmented
members in attaining Iso 27001:2005 certification'
. Executed activities in compliance with Iso 27oo1t2115 Information security standards and Iso
9001 :2008 QMS standards.
. Functioned as Member of Information Security Management System (ISMS) Group.

Achievements:

Open source Firewall and ensured cost savings, worth approx Rs.50K per year on the
hardware firewall license renewal costs'
critical servers
ImDlemented open source Network Monitoring tool and alerted the team on the status of
and other network equiPment'
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related issues.

Achievements:
*Received Best Productivity Award in 2004.
Rs' 45 lacs on
Successfully implemented open source tools and ensured cost savings, worth approx
software licensing costs.
Successfully impLmented open source mail server with anti virus and anti spam controls.
provided quality service and ensured over 98o/o uptime to the internal users and associates.
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5). Data Warehousing and Data Mining
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